The faeries
have landed

Meghan Ann Mulqueen brings the
Secrets of the Faeries to Ojai
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Secrets of the Faeries weaves together faery tales, nature-based Permaculture and crafts, music, movement, yoga, and dramatic play to create with
children the enchanted world of the faeries and nature devas. Meghan Ann
Mulqueen—known professionally as Queen Meghan — is the owner of
Secrets of the Faeries, a company recently relocated to Ojai to offer
magical, nature-based camps and special event parties for faeries and
Earth warriors, ages three and up.

Meghan Mulqueen’s The Secrets of the Faeries,
an Ojai-based group, introduces children to
the world of nature spirits. Pictured above with
Lakshmi Oshun, left.
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M

ulqueen is Queen of the Faeries
now, though she wasn’t even
aware of them as a child. She
did, however, love caring for flowers. She recalls happy mornings spent
following her grandma around with a
watering can, giving a drink to every
thirsty bloom. Ironically, it wasn’t until
adulthood that faeries became part of
her reality.
“I used to work with a little girl named
Viola, who loved faeries,” she says. “It
was the first time I had ever really heard
of faeries at all, but Viola was convinced
she was a faery. Together, we built faery
houses, read faery books and even visited
Glastonbury, where the faeries’ presence
is palpable. Although I could sense the
faeries in Glastonbury, I was still not
as connected with them as Viola—who
used to tell me that she had been a Violet
Faery and was so sad she was now a
human. I truly believed her. I could feel
that it wasn’t just the imaginings of a
four-year-old child, but that somewhere
deep inside of her, she knew this to be
her truth.”
Mulqueen was on a spiritual quest of
her own at the time—“trying to discover
from my own direct experience what
was true, versus what I had simply been
taught”—when her spiritual teacher, Racquel Palmese, asked her to host a faery
gathering for her grandchildren.
“That was the catalyst that really inspired me to connect with the faeries and
to share that connection with children,”
Mulqueen says. “It opened a doorway
for me that I was previously unaware
existed.”
Living in Los Angeles, where it’s not
easy to optimize one’s Earth connection,
Mulqueen believes the faeries themselves
guided her teacher to put this career possibility in her path.
“I knew that being in nature brought
me joy,” she says. “But it wasn’t until
I learned that the faeries are actually
nature angels who help take care of the
Earth, that I knew that I wanted to support them in any way I could. This deep
desire to help care for the Earth, in addition to my love of children, naturally
evolved into the work I do today.”
When a friend offered her a place to
stay and host her Secrets of the Faeries
and Earth Warriors Summer Camp in
Ojai, Mulqueen came — thinking it was
only for the summer of 2014. “But the
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Earth Spirits and Faeries called on me
to stay and continue my work in Ojai,
so I took the risk and left my life in Los
Angeles and moved to Ojai,” she says.
In addition to being the founder and
creative director of Secrets of the Faeries,
Mulqueen also recently opened Acorn
Community School (www.acorncommunityschool.org), a nature-based, Reggio
Emilia-inspired preschool that immerses
children in nature study, compost-, soil-,
and garden-making, shelter-building,
and all sorts of artistic and imaginative
play. On a recent day, the children were
outside with their notebooks learning
“bird language,” collecting wildflowers
for identification and to contribute to a
large, beautiful, natural-objects mandala,
as well as writing, painting, and storytelling about their experiences.
Like Secrets of the Faeries, the school
curriculum validates and deepens children’s natural affiliation with nature,
the Earth, and the other-dimensional
beings—faeries, devas, angels—who care
for them.
“There is a division of labor among the
nature spirits,” Mulqueen explains. “Faeries are the stewards of the plant kingdom — particularly flowers. They bring
energy from the sun, moon, and stars
and focus it on growing plants. They can
also advise humans on how best to grow
and care for their gardens—as has been
demonstrated at Findhorn Ecovillage, in
Scotland, and elsewhere. There are also
faeries for the other elements. Earth faeries, for example, are often called elves,
gnomes, or trolls. They are the builders.
Salamanders are the fire spirits. Water
faeries can also be called sprites, undines,
or mermaids, while air faeries are called
sylphs—or even angels.
“Faeries today feel quite disheartened,”
she continues. “They are calling on all
who will listen to support them in healing the Earth and shifting humanity to a
sustainable way of living.”
Mulqueen has sensitized herself to the
point that she can see and hear faeries in
her environment. “If you show your love
for the Earth and work with the Earth
spirits, in return, they will do anything
for you,” she says. “Bend a tree over so
that you can reach its fruit, support your
garden in being productive, and even
revive a plant that seems to be dying.”
For those who have never had the
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good fortune to commune with a faery,
she recommends going outside and
sitting comfortably on the land. “Close
your eyes, and imagine you’re looking
at your garden through the eyes of your
heart. Mentally call out to all the nature
beings and ask for their help in taking
care of your land. You might mentally
tell them what you want to do on it, and
ask ‘Is this supported?’ And then listen.
You might ask, ‘What are the best plants
to grow here?’ ‘How far apart should I
plant them?’ The most important thing,
however, is to listen — with your heart —
to what you sense is their answer.”
Yes, but what about hearing faeries
with one’s ears and seeing them with
one’s eyes?
“For most of us, that comes later,”
Mulqueen says. “Not for children, necessarily, but adults are so conditioned to
be rational; it’s very hard for us to accept
the notion of ‘hearing’ or ‘seeing’ beings
we’ve been taught are imaginary.”
Mulqueen has been just as thoroughly
grounded in the rational as most of us.
She has a bachelor’s degree in environmental policy from Michigan State University, a master’s in spiritual psychology from the University of Santa Monica,
a California Master Teaching Credential
in Early Childhood Education, and she
is certified to teach yoga to children and
is trained as a Permaculturist. But she
believes experience is the best teacher.
“I help children see and experience
the world beyond their five senses,”
Mulqueen says. “This includes experiencing the faeries in an authentic way—
not the commercialized ‘Tinkerbell’
way. Faeries need the help of humans
in order to take care of the Earth—and
what better helpers than children who
naturally love the Earth and are not as
convinced quite yet of the limits of material reality? The children are my hope
for a new way of living and being in
relationship with each other, the Earth
and the faeries!
“In all of that, we are so fortunate to
live here in the Ojai Valley,” she says.
“The beautiful outdoor classroom that is
the nature of this valley gives children
wonderful opportunities to explore the
wild, natural and beautiful mountains,
trees, plants, birds and native wildlife
— and to work with faeries and other
nature spirits to restore what has been
lost.”
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